A Butterfly is Patient
by Diana Hutts Aston
Check it out!

Hi, Fly Guy!

by Tedd Arnold
Check it out!

I Can Only Draw Worms
by Will Mabbitt
Check it out!

The Bee Book

by Charlotte Milner
Check it out!

The ants go marching one by one, hurrah,
hurrah.
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah,
hurrah.
The ants go marching one by one,
The little one stops to suck his thumb.
And they all go marching down,
To the ground, to get out, of the rain.
BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!

(repeat, replacing numbers and actions below)

Songs About Bugs
from Prekinders.com
Click here to try!

…two by two…stops to tie her shoe…
…three by three…. stops to climb a tree…
…four by four… stops to shut the door…
…five by five… stops to take a dive…
…six by six… stops to pick up sticks…
…seven by seven… stops to pray to heaven…
…eight by eight… stops to check the gate…
…nine by nine… stops to check the time…
…ten by ten… stops to say “The End!”

Materials


Two 6x6 inch
cut squares of
wrapping paper



One 6 inch
length of fuzzy
pipe cleaner

Instructions
1) Fold one square in half, corner to corner,
making a triangle.
2) Working from center line out, make
alternating zig zag folds 1 inch apart, both
sides of the triangle.
3) Repeat Steps 1 & 2 with other paper
square.
4) Pinch both folded squares together in the
middle, then wrap tightly with pipe cleaner.
Bend the ends of pipe cleaner to make
antennae.
5) Open up both sides into wings, flattening
them down as needed.
6) Make as many butterflies as you like with
more wrapping paper. You can hang up
multiple butterflies with a long length of
twine to make a colorful garland or party
favor.

Worm & Dirt Pudding Cups
from The Spruce Eats
Click here to get started!

Bug Activities & Crafts
from Buggy and Buddy
Click here to get started!

